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Abstract

The Terascale Computing System (TCS)
is a new high-performance machine that
was recently installed by researchers at the
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC).
The TCS was constructed using commod-
ity hardware components that communicate
over a high-speed Quadrics Elan intercon-
nection network. The PSC is also build-
ing a visualization subsystem for the TCS
using a cluster of high-end workstations
equipped with nVidia-based graphics accel-
erators and Quadrics Elan interconnection
hardware. Unfortunately, Quadrics does not
provide a high-level programming interface to
access the low-level abilities provided by the
Elan hardware. In addition, neither WireGL
nor Chromium, the software packages being
used for graphics rendering, support the Elan
interconnection network. We describe the op-
eration of a high-level Elan communications
interface, called libtcomm, as well as the mod-
i�ed WireGL and Chromium network layers

that provide support for the Elan intercon-
nect. We also consider the initial perfor-
mance implications of using libtcomm with
WireGL.

1 Introduction

The Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center
(PSC) has recently installed its newest high-
performance machine, the Terascale Com-
puting System (TCS). This advanced system
boasts a peak performance in the range of
six trillion oating-point operations per sec-
ond. In contrast to traditional vector super-
computers or massively parallel processors,
the TCS was constructed using commodity
hardware components that communicate over
a high-speed Quadrics Elan interconnection
network.
Rather than rely on a highly special-

ized graphics system, the PSC is build-
ing a visualization subsystem for the TCS
using a cluster of high-end workstations
equipped with nVidia-based graphics accel-
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erators and Quadrics Elan interconnection
hardware. The rendering nodes currently run
the Linux operating system and a modi�ed
version of the WireGL software package [1, 3].
Though still under development, the newest
version of this package, now called Chromium
[4], will eventually replace the current render-
ing software.
Unfortunately, Quadrics does not provide

a high-level programming interface to access
the low-level abilities provided by the Elan
interconnection hardware. Therefore, we dis-
cuss the operation of the libtcomm program-
ming library, a high-level Elan communica-
tions interface. In addition, neither WireGL
nor Chromium support the Elan interconnec-
tion network by default. Thus we also discuss
the operation of the Elan network layer that
was added to both packages. Furthermore,
we consider the initial performance implica-
tions of using libtcomm with WireGL.
The remainder of this paper is as follows:

The necessary background is given in Sec-
tion 2, including an overview of the opera-
tion of WireGL and its successor, Chromium.
Then, Section 3 describes the operation of
the Elan network layer that was added to
WireGL and Chromium. In Section 4, the
initial results from performance testing and
application pro�ling are discussed. Finally,
Section 5 summarizes our work and outlines
the direction of our future research e�orts.

2 Background

Currently, the rendering software for the
TCS is being developed on three proto-
type workstations. Each of these nodes
boasts a clock speed in the 1.0-1.7 GHz
range, 512 MB of Rambus memory, a 32
MB nVidia GeForce2 GTS graphics accelera-
tor, an onboard Fast Ethernet interface, and

the Quadrics Elan interconnection hardware.
These prototype nodes run the Linux oper-
ating system and a modi�ed version of the
WireGL rendering system.

2.1 WireGL

WireGL is a scalable graphics system de-
signed and built at Stanford University. This
software adds a level of abstraction between
the user-level applications and the graphics
hardware they utilize. WireGL also o�ers
support for parallel applications by provid-
ing synchronization mechanisms to maintain
ordering restrictions for graphics commands.

WireGL consists of a client-side program-
ming library and a server-side rendering
server. The client-side library implements
much of the OpenGL API. OpenGL graph-
ics commands issued by the client are inter-
cepted by WireGL, marshalled for delivery,
and sent across the communications network
to the server. The WireGL rendering server,
the pipeserver, receives incoming packets, un-
marshalls the OpenGL commands, and ren-
ders these commands using the locally avail-
able graphics hardware. WireGL also pro-
vides facilities for recombining the individual
images rendered by each pipeserver. In this
way, WireGL provides parallel rendering abil-
ities for standard OpenGL applications. Fig-
ure 1 summarizes the WireGL architecture.

For the details of the WireGL graphics sys-
tem, refer to [3, 5].

While WireGL provides a framework for
parallel rendering, the system does not meet
the all of the speci�c needs of the TCS and its
users. In [1], Gribble and Vasak describe the
modi�cations necessary to use WireGL with
the TCS. These modi�cations include saving
the rendered images to JPEG �les, rendering
images o�-screen, and rendering with a sort-
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Figure 1: The WireGL rendering system ar-
chitecture

last pipeline.
For the details of the modi�ed WireGL

software, including a performance compari-
son of the sort-last implementation and the
original sort-�rst pipeline, refer to [1].

2.2 Chromium

The most recent version of Stanford's ren-
dering package, called Chromium, is a new
system for interactive rendering on clusters
of workstations.1 It is a completely exten-
sible architecture, so that parallel rendering
algorithms can be implemented on clusters
with ease [2]. Although it is based on the
WireGL package, Chromium has largely been
restructured to allow for more exible sys-

1Because Chromium is still under development,

the modi�ed WireGL provides the basis for this work.

However, we have begun to experiment with the beta

release of Chromium, so we briey discuss this pack-

age as well.

tem con�gurations. Each rendering server in
the new system has one or more stream pro-
cessing units (SPUs) with which to operate.
These SPUs generalize the rendering pipeline
and allow users to implement their own algo-
rithms more easily. Currently in beta release,
the Chromium rendering system promises to
be very �tting for use with the TCS, where
di�erent users may have very di�erent graph-
ics processing requirements.

For the details of Chromium, refer to [4, 2].

2.3 The libtcomm Programming

Library

The Quadrics Elan interconnection net-
work provides a communcations channel
among all the compute nodes of the TCS. Us-
ing direct memory access (DMA) transfers,
the Elan network is capable of data rates in
excess of 300 MB/sec [6]. Because of these
signi�cant data rates, the Elan network has
been extended to include the rendering nodes
of the visualization subsystem as well. How-
ever, neither WireGL nor Chromium sup-
port the Elan interconnection hardware by
default. Early attempts to add Elan network
support to WireGL are described in [1]. In
the time since that work, a stable and com-
pletely functional release of the libtcomm li-
brary has been made available.

libtcomm was built atop the low-level in-
terface provided by the Quadrics Elan li-
braries. These libraries allow direct access
to memory on the Elan hardware and provide
event mechanisms, DMA transfers, and more.
There are two basic types of calls provided by
these Elan libraries: elan <function name>

and elan3 <function name>.

Typically, the Resource Management Sys-
tem (RMS) of the TCS controls resource al-
location and schedules processes for execu-
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Figure 2: Basic operation of the libtcomm in-
terface

tion. The elan * calls are used for commu-
nication within an Elan context created by
RMS. These calls give the programmer access
to hardware abilities that are not necessarily
provided by higher-level interfaces, such as a
message passing interface (for example, MPI)
or a shared-memory interface (like shmem).
In contrast, elan3 * calls allow the user to

create and manage his own Elan communica-
tion contexts. The programmer is responsible
for allocating and managing all of the Elan
resources his application requires. However,
this exibility comes at the expense of added
complexity.
Because the rendering nodes of the TCS

visualization subsystem lie outside the con-
trol of RMS, libtcomm utilizes the functional-
ity provided by the elan3 * interface. Thus,
libtcomm o�ers the programmer a simple in-
terface that masks the complex workings of
the Elan interconnection hardware.
All processes acting as senders or receivers

for a particular application attach to a sin-
gle Elan communications context. Doing so
allows the processes to send to and receive
from each other without relying on RMS. To
achieve the data rates possible with the Elan
network, data transfers utilize queued DMA.
When a process has a packet to send, it places
a small (64 KB) message on the queue of the
intended receiver process. This message spec-
i�es, among other things, the memory loca-
tion where the data packet resides. After the
receiver processes the queued message, it ini-
tiates and executes a DMA transfer. This
transfer pulls the data from the Elan mem-
ory on the sending node to the Elan mem-
ory on the receiving node. Once the trans-
fer is complete, the receiving process copies
the packet from Elan memory to the receiv-
ing application's address space. Events are
then triggered at both ends of the communi-
cation, and the execution of the application
continues. This process is summarized in Fig-
ure 2.

Given the number of geometric primitives
generated by a complex OpenGL application,
an extremely large volume of data is expected
to pass between each client-server pair in any
particular WireGL or Chromium con�gura-
tion. Due to DMA initialization overheads,
libtcomm is particularly well suited to large
data transfers, for example, those over 1 MB
in size. Because WireGL and Chromium
provide the ability to tune send and receive
bu�er sizes for a particular network proto-
col, we hope to alleviate unwanted congestion
and achieve signi�cant performance increases
using the Quadrics Elan interconnection net-
work, particularly when compared to the data
rates possible with TCP/IP over Ethernet.
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3 Elan Network Support

As noted in Section 2.3, neither WireGL
nor Chromium support the Elan interconnec-
tion hardware by default. Because a stable
and completely functional release of the libt-
comm library is now available, we discuss the
details of the WireGL and Chromium Elan
network layers below.

3.1 WireGL and Elan

The unmodi�ed WireGL package supports
the TCP/IP and Myrinet networking proto-
cols. The WireGL network layer is actu-
ally a connection-based abstraction, and it al-
lows additional protocols to be added easily.
WireGL also supports credit-based ow con-
trol, so clients do not overload the network
or the rendering server with OpenGL com-
mands. We took advantage of these features
when adding support for the Elan network to
WireGL.

Initially, connections between clients and
servers are created using TCP/IP. This
TCP/IP connection persists for the duration
of the application's execution. A client con-
nects to a rendering server and sends details
about the OpenGL context that is to be cre-
ated by the server, as well as additional setup
information for the particular network proto-
col that will be used by the application. Af-
ter the connection has been established via
TCP/IP successfully, control is passed to the
appropriate network layer within WireGL.

The WireGL Elan network layer operates
as follows: First, the necessary data struc-
tures are initialized using tcscomm Init.
This call requires the high and low context
numbers that the process can use for com-
munication, as well as the high and low
node numbers with which it can communi-

cate. It also requires the current process's
rank, which is used to identify the process
from its peers on a given node in a parallel
application. tcscomm Init creates the Elan
communications context that will be used to
communicate and it maps the current pro-
cess's hostname and rank to an Elan vir-

tual process identi�er (vp). These data are
used to determine with which remote pro-
cesses the current process is able to commu-
nicate. tcscomm Init returns a pointer to
the tcscomm t data structure it created. This
pointer is required by subsequent calls to the
tcscomm Open function.

Each process wishing to use the Elan
network protocol must call tcscomm Init

once and only once. WireGL ensures that
tcscomm Init is called exactly once by in-
voking the call during the initialization of its
network layer.

Next, an Elan connection to a particular re-
mote host is created using tcscomm Open. In
addition to the tcscomm t pointer, this call
requires the remote process's hostname and
rank. It converts the <hostname, rank> pair
to a remote virtual proces identi�er (rvp).
tcscomm Open returns a unique connection
number that is used to identify a particular
Elan connection from others that may have
been previously established by the process.
After tcscomm Init and tcscomm Open have
been called successfully, the process is ready
to communicate with the other processes in
its Elan context.

As noted, a client initiates the connection
to a particular pipeserver via TCP/IP. Us-
ing this protocol, the client passes its host-
name and rank to the server, and the server
uses that information to open its Elan con-
nection to the client. The client then estab-
lishes its Elan connection to the server in a
similar manner.
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Figure 3: libtcomm calls invoked by WireGL
client applications

Once connections to the pipeservers have
been established, WireGL can begin to inter-
cept client-side OpenGL commands and send
them to the servers via the Elan network us-
ing tcscomm Send. This call requires an Elan
connection number, a pointer to the start of
the packet, and the length of the data in
the packet. tcscomm Send converts the Elan
connection number to the appropriate <vp,
rvp> pair and places a message on the remote
process's queue (as described in Section 2.3).
tcscomm Send is a synchronous send; that is,
tcscomm Send does not return until the re-
ceiving process has copied the packet to the
receiving application's address space. Thus,
the client can be assured that the rendering
server has received the entire data packet.
The libtcomm calls made by WireGL client
applications are summarized in Figure 3.

Meanwhile, the rendering server waits to
receive OpenGL commands from its clients.
Using tcscomm Poll, tcscomm Peek, and
tcscomm Recv, the pipeserver cycles through
its list of open Elan connections, receiving
command packets when they become avail-
able. tcscomm Poll takes an Elan connection
number and a timeout value. If the particular
connection has data available before the time-
out expires, tcscomm Poll returns non-zero;
otherwise, zero is returned. If data is avail-

Figure 4: libtcomm calls invoked by the
WireGL pipeserver

able on the given connection, tcscomm Peek,
which takes an Elan connection number, re-
turns the length of the packet waiting to
be received. Finally, if tcscomm Peek re-
turns a positive length, the Elan connec-
tion number, a pointer to the current receive
bu�er, and the packet's length are passed
to tcscomm Recv, which initiates and exe-
cutes the DMA transfer described in Section
2.3. The libtcomm calls made by the WireGL
pipeserver are summarized in Figure 4.

As mentioned above, the WireGL network
layer supports credit-based ow control. This
functionality operates by tracking the num-
ber of bytes sent versus the number of bytes
received on a per-connection basis. When a
host has a packet to send, WireGL checks
that the number of send credits is greater
than zero. If it is, the host decrements this
value by the length of the packet and sends
the data. However, if the send credits are
zero or negative, the host must �rst listen for
more credits to arrive on the given connec-
tion. When a ow control message arrives,
the host increments its send credits by the
number of credits it received, and execution
continues.
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Similarly, when a host receives a packet,
WireGL �rst checks the number of receive
credits against a threshold value. If the cur-
rent number of receive credits is greater than
the threshold, the receiver sends a ow con-
trol message to the remote host, sets its re-
ceive credits to zero, and receives the packet.
Otherwise, it simply receives the waiting data
and increments its number of receive credits.

This method of ow control works well for
asynchronous protocols. However, because
tcscomm Send only provides synchronous
sends, deadlock results when the Elan con-
nections are established. This situation arises
as follows: WireGL clients begin with a pre-
determined, non-zero number of send cred-
its and zero receive credits. In contrast,
pipeservers begin with a predetermined, non-
zero number of receive credits and zero send
credits. Because its number of send credits is
greater than zero, the client is able to send
its �rst command packet to the pipeserver,
blocking until the transfer completes. Like-
wise, when the pipeserver begins to listen for
incoming packets, it attempts to credit the re-
mote host because its number of recieve cred-
its is greater than the threshold value. This
send also blocks until the transfer completes.
However, neither of the attempted sends will
actually complete; both hosts are waiting in
tcscomm Send for veri�cation that the other
side has completed the data transfer, but nei-
ther host is receiving messages. This results
in system deadlock.

Our soultion to this problem involves us-
ing an out-of-band channel to send the
ow control messages between hosts. The
TCP/IP connection that was established dur-
ing WireGL's network initialization process
provides a natural communcation channel for
these messages. Thus, clients and servers
that use the Elan network to pass command

packets also use the TCP/IP protocol to pass
ow control information to each other.2 In
addition to avoiding system deadlock, using
an out-of-band channel for these messages
eliminates the negative impact of the libt-

comm overhead for small (less than 1 MB)
packets.

3.2 Chromium and Elan

Because Chromium is based on WireGL,
the network layers of these two software pack-
ages are virtually identical. However, there
are two important di�erences. The �rst
di�erence pertains to the manner in which
connections between the clients and servers
are established. Instead of initially creat-
ing a persistent TCP/IP connection between
all client-server pairs, Chromium provides a
con�guration mothership, which is simply a
TCP/IP server that stores information about
the con�guration of the rendering system.
When a Chromium rendering server comes

on-line, it connects to the mothership and
sends a list of features that it is able to
provide to Chromium clients. The mother-
ship stores this information and waits for a
client to request the services of that rendering
server. Similarly, when a Chromium client
comes on-line, it connects to the mothership
and sends a list of features that it requires.
Again, the mothership stores this information
and waits for a rendering server to provide the
services requested by that client.
When a client's request matches a server's

abilities, the mothership connects to both the
client and the server and sends the informa-

2It should be noted that these out-of-band com-

munications do not a�ect, and are not a�ected by,

a particular connection's send and receive credits.

That is, these communications complete successfully

regardless of the current number of send and receive

credits.
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tion necessary to establish independent com-
munication between those two hosts. The
TCP/IP connections are then closed, and
control is passed to the appropriate network
layer within Chromium.
The second important di�erence pertains

to the out-of-band ow control information
that is passed between clients and servers
using TCP/IP. Because connections to the
mothership are terminated when a request
for rendering features is satis�ed, the out-
of-band channel that existed naturally in
WireGL is not available with Chromium.
Thus, rendering servers that use the Elan pro-
tocol must also run a TCP/IP server with
which to send and receive ow control in-
formation. Likewise, clients that use the
Elan protocol must explicitly connect to the
servers on the ow control channel. Once this
out-of-band connection between the client-
server pair has been established, the dialogue
continues as described for WireGL.

4 Results

Despite the high bandwidth levels possi-
ble with the Elan interconnection hardware,
initial testing revealed that WireGL fails
to achieve these data rates with libtcomm.
For our testing purposes, we modi�ed the
iso demo application, described in [1], to run
from a single client process. We also modi-
�ed this application so that it generates ten
instances of the MRI data, resulting in 1.2
million triangles per frame.
There were three phases to our perfor-

mance testing: First, we used WireGL's
/dev/null network device to determine the
maximum rate at which iso demo is able
to generate triangles. This step revealed
that iso demo generates polygons at approx-
imately 53 MB/sec.

Next, we next ran iso demo over the Elan
network to a single pipeserver started with
the -nogfx command line option. When a
pipeserver is executed with this option, it
simply receives packets from the network and
discards them immediately; no geometry pro-
cessing occurs, and the achievable bandwith
for a given connection is revealed. Testing
the iso demo application in this manner re-
sulted in data rates between 22 MB/sec and
28 MB/sec. Thus, when using libtcomm with
WireGL, we were only able to achieve 50% of
the rate at which iso demo is able to generate
triangles.

This process was repeated using two and
three pipeservers at the downstream end.
Again, data rates were between 22 MB/sec
and 28 MB/sec, indicating that the Elan net-
work is the current rate limiting step. Clearly,
these results were disappointing.

Finally, we ran iso demo over the Elan
network to one, two, and three pipeservers
and rendered the resulting geometry. These
tests showed that, for a given number of
pipeservers, actually rendering the triangles
imposes a performance penalty of approxi-
mately 10%. Furthermore, because there was
little or no performance gain as the number of
pipeservers increased, these tests also demon-
strated that the Elan network is the current
rate limiting step.

Given the disappointing results, we investi-
gated the behavior of iso demo more closely.
Pro�ling the application with the GNU pro-
�ling utilities revealed that 35%-45% of the
total execution time is spent in tcscomm Send

waiting for the DMA transfer to complete
(Figure 5). Data obtained using a custom
code timing library called libtimer duplicated
these results. Although synchronous sends
have certain advantages, it is clear that a sig-
ni�cant performance penalty results from the
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Figure 5: Pro�ling the iso demo applica-
tion revealed that approximately 40% of the
total execution time was spent waiting in
tcscomm Send

current implementation of tcscomm Send.
Nevertheless, using the Elan interconnec-

tion hardware resulted in data rates that were
signi�cantly higher than those achieved using
TCP/IP over Ethernet. The best TCP/IP
run resulted in a rate of approximately 12
MB/sec, which was 10 MB/sec less than the
worst run over the Elan network.

5 Conclusions and Future

Work

As we continue to develop the visualiza-
tion subsystem for the TCS, we expect to
achieve the high data rates possible with the
Elan interconnection hardware. Our �rst
attempt, described here, reveals that using
libtcomm with WireGL fails to achieve the
high bandwith levels we had hoped. How-
ever, as a result of this work, we have gained
a better understanding of both the Elan-
level communication mechanisms, accessed

through libtcomm, and the networking lay-
ers of the WireGL and Chromium rendering
systems.

Our continued e�orts will focus on fully in-
tegrating libtcomm with the �nal release of
Chromium, which is expected later this year.
Furthermore, we have begun work on a new
high-level programming interface for the Elan
network, the Terascale Elan Asynchronous
Communications library. As its name indi-
cates, this interface will o�er asynchronous
mechanisms for many-to-many communica-
tion among the hosts of the TCS. With
this programming library (libteac), we hope
to overcome the current Elan network bot-
tleneck and achieve the extreme data rates
promised by the Quadrics Elan interconnec-
tion hardware.
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